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I chose CityU JD because of its excellent and dedicated teaching faculty and the diverse student population. JD students come from all backgrounds with diverse and rich history. Through open discussions, dialogues and debates among students and teachers, not only I have built a good foundation in law for my second career but also close and lasting friendships with many.
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JD, PCLL (CityU)
Associate/Trainee Solicitor at
Stephenson Harwood (2010+)

Edit a Law Journal
Join the Editorial Board of the City University of Hong Kong Law Review to master writing and editing skills

Two in One
Opportunity to obtain two degrees in three years: JD from CityU and LLM from University of Vienna

The most enjoyable aspect of being part of the JD team at CityU is that the students are always very interactive and are up for a challenge. They are like unpolished jewels and our JD programme polishes them up for a brighter future.

Go Global @ CityU
Juris Doctor (JD)
Fulfil Your Dreams

The University of Hong Kong Law Review
The School of Law offers a customized Legal Placement that enhanced my competitiveness in the industry and accelerated my employment by an international law firm as a trainee solicitor.

Winning the International Criminal Court moot competition was the most rewarding experience I have ever had. The hours we spent, the laughter we shared, the determination we showed and the support we were given by the School of Law are all a law student can ever dream of.

The G-LEAP has offered me a most remarkable study experience ever. The intensive study programme equipped me with substantial knowledge through a series of interactive lectures and tutorials conducted by highly qualified professors. Yet, the most memorable part of the trip was getting to know Australia and explore the scenic country.

Mooting gives you the opportunity to apply in practice what you have learnt. What is more exhilarating is that you get to compete with students from other jurisdictions and to appear before judges, arbitrators and practitioners. It is an excellent way for students to improve their research-cum-writing techniques and enhance their advocacy skills. If you aspire to be a successful lawyer who is able to communicate and write eloquently and effectively, look no further.

Taste Yale and Oxford Virtually
Interact with scholars from Yale and Oxford via video conference teaching

I find interaction with JD students fascinating, because it allows me to explore with them the dynamics of ever-changing legal issues. Students also provide stimulation, both inside and outside classrooms, to generate new research ideas.

Global Perspectives
Join the Global Legal Education Awareness Project (G-LEAP) and study summer courses at Columbia Law School, University College Oxford and Monash University

Learn at Work
While studying, gain valuable work experience through credit-bearing Legal Placement in law firms, companies and NGOs in Hong Kong, and courts in mainland China

Be a Champion
Get extensive training and mentoring to win international mooting competitions

The CityU JD is a gateway to a successful career. It gave me an opportunity to learn and work with the brightest and the friendliest people. Faculty members of the JD are all distinguished individuals in their respective fields – most importantly, they are always keen to respond to your learning needs.